Essential Linguistics, Second Edition: What Teachers Need to Know to Teach ESL, Reading, Spelling, and Grammar

By David E Freeman, Yvonne S Freeman

Heinemann Educational Books, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 185 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. The bestselling first edition of Essential Linguistics presented the basic concepts of linguistics in everyday language, and showed the connections between linguistic theory and classroom practice. David and Yvonne Freeman make the Second Edition even more valuable by: clearly explaining English phonology, morphology, and syntax and the implications for teaching using the International Phonetic Alphabet to prepare students for the Praxis examination including chapters on first and second language acquisition research and theories reviewing ESL teaching methods. With examples, activities, and end-of-chapter applications that link linguistic theory and classroom practice, the Freemans show teachers how to use their new understandings of linguistics to help student learning. Essential Linguistics, Second Edition will be your go-to resource for all things linguistics, now better than ever.
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Reviews

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde

It is really an remarkable publication i actually have possibly study. It usually is not going to cost excessive. Its been written in an exceedingly basic way and is particularly only right after i finished reading this publication through which basically transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr. Breana O'Kon
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Your Pregnancy for the Father to Be Everything You Need to Know about Pregnancy Childbirth and Getting Ready for Your New Baby by Judith Schuler and Glade B Curtis 2003 Paperback

Abraham Lincoln for Kids: His Life and Times with 21 Activities
Chicago Review Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Abraham Lincoln for Kids: His Life and Times with 21 Activities, Janis Herbert, 2008 National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) Honors Award winner. Providing a fresh perspective on one of the most beloved presidents...

Trini Bee: You re Never to Small to Do Great Things

CreateSpace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Donnalee Grimsley (illustrator). 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Edition #2. Now available with full-color illustrations! JoJo is an active and happy 4-year old boy. 4-year...

paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2011-03-01 Pages: 752 Publisher: Jilin University Shop Books All the new book. the subject of genuine special part...

Stories of Addy and Anna: Second Edition
Mohd Shahran Bin Daud, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Siti Haziqah Samsul (illustrator). 244 x 170 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Delightful, Colorful and Fun Learning Book for Age 3-5 Parents and teachers, this...
Strategies and techniques to teach reading. Pre-reading, while reading and post reading activities. Pre-reading activities are an essential part of the reading lesson because of the following: They help students be more prepared for what they are about to read. These activities help learners anticipate the topic of the reading. Formulating expectations about the content of the text help learners prepare themselves for the kind of language, vocabulary, and even grammar that might be used in the text. These activities create the need for reading the text to know more about a topic. If the aim of the teacher is to test comprehension, spelling mistakes, as well as grammar mistakes, may be tolerated. Commands. Instead of questions, students answer commands such as "Pay attention to your English," "Too many errors," or worse yet, the trite and useless "Awkward." Most teachers cannot explain the errors, and because teachers teach what they know, they therefore never teach ELLs about pertinent grammar issues. Another example of the importance of knowing ESL grammar involves judging the level of a reading passage. Teachers frequently ask about the grade level of certain reading material. Keys to teaching grammar to English language learners: A practical handbook. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.